
Christ The Antidote Regarding Death

CHRIST THE ANTIDOTE REGARDING DEATH

Part 48.

Our Now Vision!

''For the vision is yet for an appointed time and it hastens to the end [fulfilment]; it will not deceive or
disappoint. Though it tarry, wait [earnestly] for it, because it will surely come; it will not be behindhand
on its appointed day.   Look at the proud; his soul is not straight or right within him, but the just and the
[uncompromisingly] righteous man shall live by his faith and in his faithfulness.''    Hab 2:3-4. Amp.

       The promises of God are yea & amen.  We can be assured that not one of them will fail to come to
pass right on time.
       
       ''They shall not hurt or destroy in all My holy mountain, for the earth shall be full of the knowledge
of the Lord as the waters cover the sea.  And it shall be in that day that the Root of Jesse - David’s father
- shall stand as a signal for the peoples; of Him shall the nations inquire and seek knowledge, and His
dwelling shall be glory [His rest glorious]!''  Isa 11:9-10.  Amp.  

       This is another prophecy concerning the faith seed of the line of David which is referring to the man-
child of Rev 12:5.
  
       ''For I know the thoughts and plans that I have for you, says the Lord, thoughts and plans for welfare
and peace and not for evil, to give you hope in your final outcome.'' Jer 29:11. Amp.  

       Our final outcome is predestined to those who are looking for & expecting Him a second time.  How
is He coming?  He is coming to be revealed more & more IN US, His saints.  Please notice Christ who is
Spirit will be revealed apokalupto IN US & AS US.  # G601 apokaluptō  ap-ok-al-oop'-to  From G575 and
G2572; to take off the cover, that is, disclose: - reveal.

      ''Who shall change our body of humiliation so that it may be fashioned like His glorious body,
according to  the  working  of  His  power,  even to  subdue  all  things  to  Himself.''   Phil  3:21.  MKJV.
Eventually every knee shall bow in adoration.
   
       ''Until his word [to his cruel brothers] came true, until the word of the Lord tried and tested him.''
Psa 105:19 Amp.  
  
       ''Joseph was a  slave until what he said had really happened. The LORD'S message proved that
Joseph was right.''  Psa 105:19. ERV.

       Joseph had a wonderful future in God, but while he was going through his testing time - which is a
type & lesson for all of us - we would not have thought so, but his vision of the will of God brought him
through to his required destiny. Joseph endured the position of a slave  - which represents our valley of
death experience - but he never wavered, he had his mind set on the vision that he had been given & part
of that vision was that his father, his mother & his brothers would also recognise his calling which was
Gods plan & purpose for him.  Josephs' life is an analogy of the man-child, he had the place of prime
minister  - as it  were -  & the only one above him was Pharaoh, which are both representative of our
Heavenly father & the corporate Christ.  1Cor 15: 27-28.  What wonderful encouragements we are given
in the lives of those who have gone before us.  We need to keep our vision before us as these are the times
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of the two witnesses lying in the streets Rev 11:8, we also need to be encouraged in that these same
witnesses stood on their feet after three and a half days - a period of time -  ''and great fear fell on those
who saw them''  Rev 11:11.  Again we are reminded of the simile of this event in the life of Joseph.

       ''But [the time is coming when]  the earth shall be filled with the knowledge of the glory of the Lord
as the waters cover the sea.'' [Isa. 11:9.] Hab 2:14. Amp.

      ''They shall not hurt or destroy in all My holy mountain, for the earth shall be full of the knowledge
of the Lord as the waters cover the sea.''  Isa 11:9 Amp.

Anger, Passion, Jealousy!
      
''I have commanded my sanctified ones, I have also called my mighty ones for my anger, - or passion -
even them that rejoice in my highness.''  Isa 13:3 Webster.   

       When considering that where God is concerned the word jealousy really means white hot love.  In the
light of this I prefer to understand that in the day of the revealing of the corporate Christ which will be
the epitome of  love that  the word anger  would have a  much  deeper compassionate concept  than is
usually accepted.  The word anger is from Strongs,  H639 aph & it entails passion.  I am not wishing to
open a can of worms here as I well understand that the anger of God is mentioned much.  But is God's
anger ever used against His children other than for their good?  NEVER!!  His love to us - His creation - is
always intrinsically incorporated wherever His anger is concerned.   

       ''If you endure chastening, God deals with you as sons; for what son is there whom a father does not
chasten? But if you are without chastening, of which all have become partakers, then you are illegitimate
and not sons.  Furthermore, we have had human fathers who corrected us, and we paid them respect.
Shall we not much more readily be in subjection to the Father of spirits and live?  For they indeed for a
few days chastened us as it seemed best to them, but He for our profit, that we may be partakers of His
holiness. Now no chastening seems to be joyful for the present, but  painful; nevertheless, afterward it
yields the peaceable fruit of righteousness to those who have been trained by it.  Heb 12:7-11. New KJV.

      God never  ever  wipes  anyone off  the even those Angels  who left  their first  estate & are in
inescapable chains waiting for His judgement - krisis or turning point.

       ''And the very angels who failed in their high duties and abandoned their proper sphere have been
deprived by God of both light and liberty until the judgement - krisis, or turning point - of the great day.''
Jude 1:6. Phillips.    Remembering that God's judgements for His created beings are always eventually
unto victory.
 
      ''A bruised reed shall he not break, And smoking flax shall he not quench, Till he send forth judgement
unto victory.''  Mat 12:20. American Standard. 

       ''And remember the angels who lost their authority to rule. They left their proper home. So the Lord
has kept them in darkness, bound with everlasting chains, to be judged - krisis or turning point - on the
great day.'' Jud 1:6. ERV. 
       
       ''Besides, messengers who keep not their own sovereignty, but leave their own habitation, He has kept
in imperceptible - not easily perceived or understood; gradual - bonds under gloom for the judging of the
great day."  Jude 1:6. Concordant.  Keeping in mind that once again the word judging is from the word
krisis which means a turning point.

       ''And the angels who did not stay within their own position of authority, but left their proper dwelling,
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he has kept in eternal chains – inescapable, imperceptible - under gloomy darkness until the judgement –
krisis - of the great day''   Jude 1:6.  English Standard. 

       When we consider that if God is judging all, & it is a  judgement unto victory, would it not be
reasonable to assume that the everlasting chains would be used to hold them & teach them – in which
would entail a form of punishment  - until that great day of judgement unto victory takes place.  So to my
mind there is not a contradiction here.  We must more & more begin to realise that the mind of God is far,
far removed from the perceptions of our present religious & carnal worldly understandings.

       So we can see that there is much more to this verse than what is first perceived when reading from the
King James & other hard line translations.  Also when we consider once again that in both Colossians 1:
16 & 20, & Phillipians 2:10, that all things, of creation in the celestial realm, on the earth & under the
earth are all included in the reconciliation of ALL THINGS.  What can we say but Hallelujah. 

All Men Are Are Alive Unto Him!
       
''Now He is not the God of the dead, but of the living, for to Him all men are alive [whether in the body
or out of it] and they are alive [not dead] unto Him [in definite relationship to Him].''  Luk 20:38. Amp.

       This thought that all men are alive unto God who has lowered us into this Adamic dream or sleep for
the purpose of bringing us into a place – by us reaching out through a faith which has already been given
to us -  which is even greater than Gen 1:26 is supported not only by the next following verse but also by
Haggai 2:9, which we will expand on a little later.
 
       ''So that they should seek God, in the hope that they might feel after Him and find Him, although He
is not far from each one of us.   For in Him we live and move and have our being; as even some of your
[own] poets have said, For we are also His offspring.''   Acts 17:27-28. Amp.
 
    For  in Him we  LIVE &  MOVE &  HAVE OUR  BEING,  &  every  last  one  of  us  are  also  HIS
OFFSPRING.  The reason that we are admonished to feel after Him & find Him is because He is our true
identity or true self which is found within us, in that hidden realm within our conscious awareness; Yes
every man woman & child who is in existence. Why?  For in Him, you live & move & have your being.

       ''Blessed are the pure in heart; for they will love and not demand love in return.  There are two selfs;
the higher and the lower self.  The higher self is human spirit clothed with soul, made in the form of God.
The lower self, the carnal self, the body of desires, is a reflection of the higher self, distorted by the murky
ethers of the flesh.   The lower is an illusion, and will pass away; the higher self is God in man, and will
not pass away.  The higher self is the embodiment of truth; the lower self is truth reversed, and so is
falsehood manifest.   The higher self is justice, mercy, love and right; the lower self is what the higher self
is not.  The lower self breeds hatred, slander, lewdness, murders, theft and everything that harms; the
higher self is mother of the virtues and the harmonies of life.  The lower self is rich in promises, but poor
in blessedness and peace; it offers pleasure, joy and satisfying gains; but gives unrest and misery and
death.  It give men apples that are lovely to the eye and pleasant to the smell; their cores are full of
bitterness and gall....... Thrice blessed is the man who has made purity and love his very own; he has been
ransomed from the perils of the lower self and is himself his higher self.''   Some very wise words quoted
by one who lived long ago, perhaps longer than we might expect.

The Glory Of This Latter House Is Greater Than The Former!

''And the LORD All-Powerful said ''This last Temple will be more beautiful than the first one, and I will
bring peace to this place.' Remember, this is what the LORD All-Powerful said."    Hag 2:9.  ERV.
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       In the third day analogy this verse the former spiritual House or Temple becomes our first experience
when we were created as a true spiritual man, most of us are not yet able to recall this, but it is written &
recorded  deep  within  our  true  self,  our  higher  self,  our  Christ  nature.   Our  Lord,  all-Powerful  has
prophesied to us that our last Temple will be more beautiful than the first one we experienced in Gen 1:27,
the latter shall be greater than the former inasmuch that it will be what we originally experienced in Gen,
this shall be restored PLUS.  This plus will be what Jesus Christ has inherited from the Father & we have
inherited from Him, as He experienced a physical existence this was changed into a Glorious body, which
He now experiences in at least two realms, the celestial & the earthly at all times.  This is our temple of
inheritance which is much more beautiful than our first one.  But know this that this experience will not
always be in this present - as we know it - world.  There is coming & it is even now as we are ruling &
reigning with Him, that our new heaven & our new earth perceptions & changes are going to effect all
around us.  As we mentioned in Part 43. 

        ''According to the study of astronomy there is a wealth of diverse information in every beam of light,
each beam is different & has its own glory as it were & those who are experts in this field can read into &
glean so much information from each beam, it is simply amazing.  Whether you can believe it or not, it
can be proven that the universe is actually enlarging & that there is an actual expansion of the universe.  I
do not doubt this!  I, as you also no doubt do, believe that ''The heavens declare the glory of God'' if the
heavens are expanding; then as they declare the glory of God, I see this as a type of the true Church  & as
the heavens are expanding  so is the Church & if the space in the universe is expanding, how much more
the things of the spirit of God.  The spiritual heavens - celestial spheres - are now enlarging & making
room for the expansion of God's Church, which in actual fact  are and in God's people, His dwelling
place, His abiding places, 'His Temple, which you are.'  The understanding, the revelation, the realisation,
is even now expanding & is preparing to make room for a dynamic move into the sphere of a higher &
larger  divine understanding & action.  SPIRITUAL SPACE MUST MAKE ROOM FOR THE EXPANSION
OF GOD & HIS BODY.''  

A New Heaven And A New Earth!

Once again in our expansion we need new wineskin’s, new wine is not enough.  In our new wineskin it
was mentioned by someone in passing recently that  ''what we need is the death of literalism.''  Jesus
always spoke in parables, the hidden Bible mysteries are  never perceived by the literal word.  Now to
some this may be overstepping the mark.  I remember reading somewhere not too long ago that, LIGHT
REJECTED;  BLINDS!  To make it clearer if we reject truth & hold to our traditions, it will cause us to be
blinded to truth.  The following is what Jesus had to say about it!
        
       ''For where your treasure is, there will your heart be also.  The eye is the lamp of the body. So if your
eye is sound, your entire body will be full of light.  But if your eye is unsound, your whole body will be
full of darkness. If then the very light in you [your conscience] is darkened, how dense is that darkness!''
Mat 6:21-23. Amp.
       I am also reminded of ''To whom much is given much is expected.''  We are speaking to those of us
who wish to move on & be a part of the five wise virgins company which are an actual group of saints in
existence even as we speak & which are in fact enlarging in their perception & understanding - within -
even as we are now writing. These are called the sons of God & are  part of the - to be manifested - man-
child referred to in Rev 12:5.

       ''For thus saith the LORD of hosts; Yet once, it is  a little while, and I will shake the heavens, and the
earth, and the sea, and the dry land; '' Hag 2:6  Webster.   

       Are our wineskin’s being shaken?  Then let us concentrate more on allowing our wineskin’s to be
changed rather than drinking the old wine which will only clutter up the Most Holy Place or Secret Place
of the Most High experience that is waiting to stepped into without reservation.

       We are addressing the evergreen tree group, the rod that budded & is the ever alive group.
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I Will Shake The Heavens And The Earth!

I am so glad that even though Jacob walked in his mistaken identity right up until the time that he wrestled
with the angel, God blessed & prospered him in his Jacob  supplanter  mistaken identity experience &
even though he was judged by Esau, Laban, & his sons, God protected him for he was a chosen vessel
unto Him.  Whilst  still  in  his  mistaken identity he had a wonderful vision of the ladder with angels
descending & ascending & also it was prophesied that the elder would serve the younger.  Whilst he was
still Jacob the supplanter & not Israel he was mightily blessed of God.  Pray tell me what brought him to
the place that he could wrestle with the angel - even God - & prevail?  The deep desire of his true identity
Christ  within was reaching out  for  pre-eminence,  even in  the dissatisfaction of  walking in that  false
mistaken supplanter identity in his down periods & times of trial.  The misinformed, the deluded, & the
enemies of the Cross of Christ would condemn & judge Jacob the  supplanter, but this experience was
well needed in his experience to bring him to his desired haven, as it is with all of us.   I am so glad that
there is one that will never desert any of us in the lowest of our Jacob supplanter experiences & that He
has his followers who do not judge by appearances but by the heart, these are not quick to judge after the
flesh but after the spirit.  In Jacobs hour of trial he had one & only One he could turn to, even as Jesus was
forsaken by all & only, only One that He could rely on in His hour of need; Is not this the way of God?
For we are again & again admonished not to walk after the flesh but after the Spirit.

''Then the men are glad because of the calm, and He brings them to their desired haven.'' 
Psa 107:30. Amp.

     
We can judge those that have gone on because they have not come up to our personal standard, but in a
way these all were Jacobs groaning within themselves waiting for the redemption of their bodies, but it
was not yet their time.  Judging these will no doubt have repercussions to those who do so somewhere
along the line.  When we are younger & we have not yet had the effects of age to contend with it is easy to
make a standard even in our youthful mistaken identity, but know this that God is the Only true Judge.
Dare I judge my faithful brother who has laboured in the true Tabernacle word because he is showing
some signs of physical weakness in his latter years & may not be perfect or as pleasing to the eye that he
once was, we must be careful!  Dare I judge one who may be have lost the use of his or her legs & even be
transporting themselves via a wheelchair, the old adage; ''Do not judge the Indian until you have walked a
mile in his moccasins.'' would fit perfectly here.  We must all complete the Jacob supplanter stage before
we have a name change to an IsraEL,  yes we are all has-ting & looking forward toward our PENIEL
experience.  We are not saying that we will come into our peniel experience by being static in our walk, as
we are admonished by our great apostle Paul to press toward our new name high calling in Christ Jesus.
In other words there needs to be a reaching out for our Godly manifestation.

       ''When all the essences of carnal things have been transmuted into soul, and all the essences of soul
have been returned to Holy Breath, and man is made a perfect God, the drama of Creation will conclude.''

Not Of This World!

 ''Jesus answered, My kingdom (kingship, royal power) belongs not to this world. If My kingdom were of
this world, My followers would have been fighting to keep Me from being handed over to the Jews. But as
it is, My kingdom is not from here (this world); [it has no such origin or source].''  John 18:36. Amp.

       It is not an easy thing to erase from our minds the old Church concept of the Kingdom of God having
to do with Church buildings, a Church hierarchy, pastors, tithing, control by men etc.  But I am sorry to
say it is still among us.  When are we ever going to learn that it is a spiritual Kingdom & it has nothing to
do with the part-law part-grace worldly understanding?  When is the penny ever going to drop to have us
realise that if we are to press into the fullness that is time to stop mixing the two?  The Kingdom of God is
within us & is not seen or known by the old worldly church practices.  I say to those who are wanting to
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proceed into the full Kingdom of God, we will be known by our fruits!  I also say to Third Day believers
''come out from among them & touch not the unclean thing & I will receive you''  in a full third day
manifestation.   The only mediator  between God & man is  Jesus  Christ,  especially  in  this  third  day
manifestation.  The only one we are answerable to or has any control or leadership over us is the Christ
within us, our true identity, the old way of doing things is past, if we are to manifest, the old must be
completely done away with.  We have been hearing much concerning new wineskin’s.  If we are still
adhering to the old we are still saying that the old is better.  The old is never better.  We need NEW wine-
skins.  
       We are not addressing those precious leaders & saints that are just finding their feet & are on the way
out of the mess of Babylon, but to those leaders who have been on the way for sometime & who are
setting the standard & who should know better.  So the true Kingdom of God has nothing whatsoever to
do with  this  worlds  way of  sectarian  religiosity.   When those  that  arrived  to  arrest  Jesus  the  penny
certainly had not dropped as far as Peter was concerned, he had walked side by side with Jesus for nigh on
three years, but the first thing he did when they came to arrest Jesus was to pick up the sword & cut off
another man's ear, think of it after three years of being a close friend of the person Jesus Christ; he was
also one of the inner sanctum as it were ''Peter, James & John'' & still the penny had not dropped.  But
bless God, what was his final outcome did he learn from it?  Of course you know the story as well as I do.
We thank God for Peter & we thank God for all who are taking the time to read this article.   The goodness
of God will prevail in the lives of those who have been predestined & also concerning each & every one
of us,  ''I will never ever leave you or forsake you.''  is He not the everlasting true spiritual identity of
every man, even our image bearer the Christ.  

       I am now quoting something I read by Michael Wood quite recently, which more than enhances our
thought in his way of expression. ''The realm that we are now leaving are the Wine-skins of duality of in-
part knowledge and in-part revelation, within our Conscious Awareness, 2 Cor 6:14-18.  Here is the
elusive key to an inner separation where we gain access to that Wonderful,  Glorious Promised land
Within, flowing with Milk & Honey. That hidden Realm, within our Resurrected Conscious Awareness of
the Sovereignty of  the Lordship of  Jesus Christ.  That Sabbath State  of Rest  and Oneness,  which our
lowered  state  of  conscious  awareness,  can  only  hope to  look  upon  from  an  aspirational,
dualistic distance, but never actualise it, in fact.''  Unquote.

The True Graves Of The Dead!

''Therefore prophesy, and say unto them, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah: Behold, I will open your graves,
and cause you to come up out of your graves, O my people; and I will bring you into the land of Israel.
And ye shall know that I am Jehovah, when I have opened your graves, and caused you to come up out of
your graves, O my people.   And I will put my Spirit in you, and ye shall live, and I will place you in your
own land: and ye shall know that I, Jehovah, have spoken it and performed it, saith Jehovah.'' Eze 37:12-
14. ASV.
       It has been well said that ''There is no deeper death than ignorance and unbelief.''  These are the
graves that the inspirer of our writer even Christ is referring to.  These are the graves that are being & will
continue to be opened, the graves of the sleep or dream of our ignorance and unbelief.  Thank God He
is revealing the true home of His true spiritual Israel, who are first the man-child & then afterward to
those that are His, meaning every man woman & child.  He has promised us that we shall live & that we
will be placed in our own land - that inner place where we truly live or abide within ourselves - & then
He assures us that we will know assuredly that He has spoken it & performed it.  To further add & solidify
our thought let us consider these  next beautiful verses.  We are looking at John 5:25-29. 

       ''Verily, verily, I say to you, The hour is coming, and now is, when the  dead shall hear the voice of the
Son of God: and they that hear shall live.''  John 5:25.  Amp.  This word dead is from the word nekros &
when taken in context is really is referring to a spiritual death of ignorance & unbelief, the diaglott refers
to them as dead ones.  Now the good news is that these spiritually dead ones shall hear & live, keeping in
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mind that ''He is not the God of the dead, but of the living, for to Him all men are alive & they are alive
unto him.[in definite relationship to Him.]''  Luke 20:38.  So this proves to me that this death has to be a
spiritual one of  ignorance & unbelief.  ''Because of a lack of knowledge my people are perishing'' in
their spiritual understanding & not in their true identity existence.  Now we must keep in mind this is not
in keeping with our old way of understanding these verses.  What is the message to us today?  They that
hear the true third day voice of the Son of God shall live, overcome death & inherit & multiply upon this
very earth.  This message was not derived from our natural father & mother but from our Eternal Spiritual
Father & Mother even our El-shaddai.

       ''For even as the Father has life in Himself and is self-existent, so He has given to the Son to have
life in Himself and be self-existent.''  John 5:26. Amp.  

       So we we see that this Son - who is Christ or anointed or Spirit - has life in Himself.  My question to
all now is where is this self-existent Spirit now abiding?  In answer to this I wish to suggest that this next
verse holds the solution, if we are willing to stay in the boundaries of third day revelation & concede that
God's great plan & purpose is - His Image - MAN & that His true Holy of Holy dwelling place is in His
Temple which is MAN himself & that God is manifesting Himself ONCE AGAIN in flesh.
 
       ''For Christ has not entered into the Holy of Holies made with hands, - meaning the Tabernacle of
Moses - which are the figures of the true, but into Heaven itself,  - the heavenly places in man His true
Temple - now to appear in the presence of God for us.''  Or within us His true Temple MAN.  Heb 9:24.
MKJV.
       I ask again; Where is this self-existent Spirit now abiding?  IN HIS MOST HOLY PLACE WITHIN
HIS TRUE TEMPLE, MAN!!  So in short this self-existent Son who has  life in Himself  is actually our
TRUE  IDENTITY,  or  has  been  quoted  part  of HEAVEN  ITSELF.   The  true  definition  of  heaven  is
''wherever God's Holy presence is abiding.'' 

       Now I wish to say that when we consider the galaxies that are visible & then take into account the
'things that are invisible'  we are not taking away from the fact that there is much more to God & His
creation that are yet to us unimaginable; but nevertheless considering this we cannot ignore the fact that
true man is fearfully & wonderfully made & is GOD'S DWELLING PLACE.
 
       ''And He has given Him - Christ - authority and granted Him power to execute (exercise, practice)
judgement because He is a Son of man [very man].''   John 5:27. Amp. 

        This would be further verified by Col 1:16, and will be fully understood completely when man comes
into the full realisation of his true identity that we are & have already been made joint heirs with Christ.

       ''Marvel not at this: for the hour is coming, in which ALL  that are in the graves - tombs - shall hear
his voice,'' John 5:28. Webster.     It is interesting to note the the word graves is from the word mnemeion
G3419 = a place of Remembrance or a Memorial.  

       A remembrance or a memorial is to remind us of something that was in the past, or better still in our
past & is no longer part of our experience today.  Something that once was but is now dead.  It is depicting
the grave of something that once was ''I will open your GRAVES and cause you to come up out of your
graves.....and  ye  shall  live.''  Ezek  37:12.  This  is  our  grave  of  ''ignorance  & unbelief  & lack of
knowledge'' & I will place you in your own land  - where you truly dwell in your true identity within
yourself - & you shall know it, never to return, for it is only for a remembrance.  Isn’t that thrilling.  

       Please also notice the word  ALL,  all that are in the  graves  – of ignorance, unbelief & lack of
knowledge - shall hear.  In time every knee shall bow & confess = Gk exomologeo meaning 'to promise
thank & praise.'  Phillipians 2:10-11. Rom 14:11.  This is part of the great promise of the restoration of
all things. Acts 3:21. They all shall hear His voice!
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       ''And they shall come out--those who have practiced doing good [will come out] to the resurrection
of [new] life, and those who have done evil will be raised for judgment - krisis, a turning point - [raised
to meet their sentence].''  John 5:29  Amp.  

       Their judgement or sentence are God's dealings with them which includes as I have said before & I
am glad to repeat, a judgement unto victory.  I would also add that this is also the true meaning of  Dan
12:2. Which we would like to look at in our next article.  It would be good to point out at this time that the
word resurrection is from the Greek word Anastasis  G386  from G450;   The wonderful truth of this
word is that it incorporates,  ''the recovery of spiritual truth''  which is exactly what we are sharing
today.  The other meanings of this word which are (a standing up again, a resurrection from death, : -
raised to life again, resurrection, rise from the dead, a rising again.)  & when looked at in a true third
day context all enhance the thought of ''the recovery of spiritual truth.'' which our Great God is doing
with much love & intensity at this present time.

This whole article has been written to enhance the original thought of our title which is;  

Our Now Vision! 

''Be still, and know that I am  God: I will be exalted among the heathen, I will be exalted in the
earth.'' Psa 46:10.  KJV.    

       Please notice that the am is in italics meaning it has been inserted & is not in the original text.  So in a
third day understanding what is this saying to us.  ''Be still and know that I God.'' or  ''Be still and know
that - the - I  - of your true identity - is God....I will be exalted in the – or your – earth.''  Keeping in
mind that we are receiving within our understanding  NEW HEAVENS AND A NEW EARTHS.  To add as a
suffix we can read the first eight words, leave them exactly as they are & point them to our true identity
within & read.  ''Be still & know that I am God.''

       Be still or take time out, meditate, ruminate & consider the very depth & meaning of what this verse
is saying.  The word God is this case is from H430  'ĕlôhıı ym  el-o-heem'  Plural of  H433;  gods in the
ordinary sense; but specifically used & occasionally applied by way of deference to magistrates; and
sometimes as a superlative: - angels,  great, judges, God (gods)  mighty!   Might I also include the sons of
God, even the Man-child.  The very words of Jesus in John 10:30-36  bears out this very thought.  ''He
who has ears to hear let  him hear.''   These are very wonderful,  encouraging & uplifting  third day
perceptions if we can receive & understand them.  These perceptions are not new, not only have we &
others written on them before, they have been the truth since the time of Gen 1: 27. 

May you indeed receive & be increased in your understanding.

Written by Ralph Knowles,  October  2012. 

All previous parts of this series can be accessed at.
   www.rwknowles.com

If we have been prone to human error in this article it is not purposely, & I trust that a little kindness would allow for any fault, & that we will consider &
imbibe the better or spiritual part of that which is presented & intended. RWK.
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